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Abstract
The raw data obtained in the form of search results may be large for any particular problem, but
is often a relatively small subset of the data that are relevant, and a search engine does not enable
discovering the necessary subset of relevant text data in a large text collection. In this paper,
a solution to a problem called conformity to truth, which studies how to find websites with the
maximum amount of true facts, from a large amount of conflicting information on the user-defined
topic, is proposed. Two algorithms called ParaSearch and FactFinder, which helps in identifying the
best web links for searching general information and finding individual facts respectively are proposed.
In ParaSearch, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is used to identify the top 10 frequent terms using
which we further construct a similarity matrix to identify the best web pages. In FactFinder, the
usage of semantic processing is done to identify the best web pages, building upon the existing
Page Rank Algorithm to further optimize the search results. The results prove that ParaSearch can
identify web pages with the maximum number of facts conforming to the truth much better than
popular search engines. The ambiguity of the individual facts is decreased to a great extent by using
the FactFinder algorithm. Thus these algorithms will increase the accuracy of identifying possible
web links for a given search word much better than most of the popular search engines.
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Table 1: Conflicting data about height of Mount Everest

Web Site
Wikipedia.org
History.com
Britannica.com
Thedailybeast.com
Independent.co.uk

Height
29,029 ft
29,002 ft
29,035 ft
26,000 ft
29,029 ft

1. Introduction
Text data are unique in that they are usually generated directly by humans rather than a computer
system or sensors, and are thus especially valuable for discovering knowledge. The World Wide Web
has a plethora of information both relevant and irrelevant to the subject being searched. For example,
while searching for the word “raagas”, people find results from a variety of pages ranging from the
music site “raaga.com” to social networking profiles of people with last names matching the keyword,
to some sites pertaining to the meaning of raaga.
Another case of information mismatch occurs while trying to find particular facts pertaining to
a subject.
Example 1.1. Height of Mount Everest. While trying to ascertain the height of Mount Everest,
we gathered varying values for the height. The conflicting information is projected below in table 1.
Referring a web page is done to obtain information about a certain subject. But when the web
pages provide multiple pieces of information, how measure the correctness of it? Hence a solution
for conformity to truth is presented, wherein the identification of the data which has the maximum
probability of being the correct information is done.
Many algorithms like page rank algorithm [12], Authority hub analysis [10] or other general link
based algorithm [4] associate popular web pages pertaining to the subject. But the responsibility of
discerning true facts from false facts is left undone.
This paper describes the conformity to truth problem and two algorithms FactFinder and ParaSearch
are proposed along with its underlying framework, to eliminate the problem described to the maximum extent possible. These algorithms are more efficient in retrieving accurate information compared
to the existing Page Rank.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefs about the related works in this
field. Section 3 gives a brief overview of conformity to truth problem; Section 4 presents ParaSearch
and FactFinder, the proposed algorithms to increase the probability of identifying true and relevant
information. Section 5 presents the analysis of the algorithms. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper
with future work and additional comments.
2. Related Works
Google’s Page Rank [12] as well as the authority hub analysis [10] algorithms utilizes the hyperlinks to find the pages with high authorities. In page rank, the popularity of a page or the weight of
a page is dependent on the number of its outbound links. A page having a large number of outbound
links may not necessarily contain accurate information. In Authority hub analysis, the scope of the
algorithm is limited only to broad topic queries like discerning some general information about a
topic. Specific topic queries that detect some particular facts about a topic cannot be handled by
the algorithm. The proposed system overcomes the disadvantages of both these systems.
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3. Conformity to Truth
Inconsistent information among different websites indicates potential data quality problems such
as accuracy, completeness, timeliness, etc. This can mislead the user about the credibility of the
information and will prevent the effective use of information [1]. To solve the problem of conformity
to truth, it is assumed that the same information that is presented by multiple web sites has a much
higher probability of being reliable. On this assumption FactFinder and ParaSearch algorithms try
and identify websites whose information concurs with each other. The relevant original text data
are examined to identify the relevant subset of data. To this subset both semantic and non-semantic
methods are applied to mine data.
4. Proposed Algorithm
In order to improve the search results for both semantic and non-semantic query search in web
sites Factfinder and Parasearch Algorithms are proposed and experiments have been conducted to
show our algorithm out performs while returning search results.
4.1. Factfinder and Parasearch Algorithms
Both ParaSearch and FactFinder algorithms utilize the search results provided by Google (through
its API). Based on whether the user wants to search for a fact or some generic information about
the subject, the results obtained from Google are passed to FactFinder and ParaSearch algorithms
respectively. These algorithms further refine the search so as to increase the probability of finding
true data pertaining to the subject.
4.2. ParaSearch Algorithm
The main utilization of ParaSearch algorithm is to retrieve links with maximum information
pertaining to the subject. This algorithm also aims to maximize the veracity of the individual
information in each link. We try to identify the web pages, which has a large number of facts or
sentences pertaining to the topic to be trustworthy and each sentence is claimed to be trustworthy
if it is present in multiple web pages. Xiaoxin yin et al [6] showed that the truth finder assumption
gives better results.
The methodology used in the algorithm consists of first obtaining the search results from Google
(through its API) and using the links obtained, the corresponding text files are retrieved. To the text
files obtained, we perform data cleaning in the form of stop words removal to prevent any stop words
showing up as results in the topic wise key words obtained on applying LDA [3]. As discussed by
Eduard et al [5], stop words are words which do not convey any significant semantics to the texts or
phrases they appear in. Latent Dirichlet allocation is a generative probabilistic model for document
modeling and text classification. In the context of text modeling, the topic probabilities provide an
explicit representation of a document.
Latent Dirichlet allocation is applied to the text documents. For a given documents, LDA can
identify θ number of topics. For each of the topics identified, it can identify Φ number of words
which indicate the topic. Hence the θ value is set, which is indicative of the number of topics to be
identified from each document as 1. The Φ value which indicates the number of words per topic is
set as 10. By applying LDA, the central topic of discussion of each web page is identified and for
each of these topics, the top 10 keywords which act as indicators of the topic are also identified.

www.google.com; gson 2.2.1
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Table 2: Sample term comparison matrix for ParaSearch algorithm for the term Himalayas

Document1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Himalayas

Himalayas mount ...
1
1

range
1

A term frequency matrix or a tf [2] is used as a means to measure information retrieval. A term
frequency matrix or document term matrix is a matrix consisting of terms as column headings and
documents as the row headings. Here the matrix is formed with the collaboration of all the key
words obtained in the procedure as the column headings and in the text documents of the search
results as the row headings.
Here the matrix values are considered as being binary valued, i.e. 1 if the term is present in
the document, else 0. After the construction of the matrix, the row wise counts are calculated to
check which document has the maximum number of terms present. Such documents have a high
probability of having facts related to the search term. The equation for the count is given by (4.1).
Count1 =

k
X

topic index[i]

(4.1)

i=1

where k is the total number of terms identified from all the documents combined. Here we consider
the matrix column to start from the indexing of 1, hence we start with i = 1.
By using topic word distribution of each link, an attempt is made to maintain the veracity of
the facts, provided by the link. The links with maximum count value indicates that it has matched
the maximum number of attributes (key words). This in turn is an indication of the fact that the
majority of the information is present in the link. The output will be the top links with the highest
count values in descending order.
Here in table 2, the topic indicator words of the searched word are shown. The stepwise algorithm
for ParaSearch is as follows,
Step 1 Read the input.
Step 2 Based on the searched words (inputs) search for the related web pages.
Step 3 Based on the Page Rank algorithm retrieve top ten web page links.
Step 4 in the extracted sentences of each link,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the whitespaces
Remove the tab spaces
Remove the punctuation marks
Remove the stop words(pronouns, conjunctions, etc.)
Transform the characters to lower case

Step 5 We will obtain only the keywords in each link. Apply Latent Dirichlet allocation to obtain
the top 10 keywords.
Step 6 Using the keywords, form a dissimilarity matrix for all the links.
Step 7 The dissimilarity matrix is formed in such a way that links are arranged row wise and the
key words are arranged as attributes.
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Step 8 The dissimilarity matrix is obtained by comparing each word in a link with other words in
all other links.
Step 9 Maintain a count in each row.
Step 10 Select five links which have highest count.
The number of pages considered from Google is the first ten results and the subsequent steps of
the ParaSearch algorithm are performed on these results. Finally the top five results in the decreasing
order of their count values obtained using the term comparison matrix are given as results.
4.3. FactFinder Algorithm
The main utility of the fact finder also lies in identifying a fact defined by the subject. Natural
language processing is used to obtain the required results. Fact finder algorithm is used if the user
wants to identify a particular fact about some topic. For e.g.: What is the height of Mount Everest?
Here the user wants to ascertain only the exact height value of the mountain. In such cases, this
algorithm is used.
As in the previous section, the links are retrieved through Google (through its API), and subsequently the text contents are also retrieved. Here the assumption that a sentence having the
maximum number of queried key words as a high probability is used. So to identify the maximum of
key words, a simple function x/2, where x denotes the number of queried words is used. If a sentence
has a match, it is selected, else rejected.
In some cases, owing to the presence of the personal pronouns, the need to make allowances in
the searching arises. So the next sentence to the one previously retrieved is also considered. For
example, Mount Everest also known as Sagarmatha and in Tibet as Chomolungma, is Earth’s highest
mountain. Its peak is 8,848 meters above sea level.
In the above example, it can be noted that the actual value of the height is not given in the first
statement but in the second sentence, where the words Mount Everest is not present, but indicated
by the presence of a pronoun “it“. Due to this line of reasoning, both sentences containing the
key words and the next sentence are retrieved for the analysis. As with the previous algorithm,
the stop words from all the sentences so far retrieved are removed. As the stop words are basically
conjunctions, pronouns or prepositions, the quality of the result is not affected [5].
The user searched facts will be a subject or an object and that in turn will either be a noun or
an adjective. As defined by Jurafsky, “noun includes the words for most people, places or things”.
Adjectives are “a class that includes many terms for properties or qualities”. Based on these, nouns
and adjectives can be extracted from the sentences so far retrieved using natural language processing.
The term comparison matrix is formed using these nouns and adjectives, obtained from all the
documents as the column headings and documents as the row headings. Same as in the previous
algorithm the matrix values are binary with 1 if this term is present in the document and 0 if it is
absent. The final count of each row is obtained as per equation (4.2) given as follows:
Count2 =

k
X

matrix[i]

(4.2)

i=1

Where k denotes the total number of nouns and adjectives found from all the documents. Here
we consider the matrix column to start from the indexing of 1, hence we start with i = 1.
Duplicate values are deleted from the column heading. The sample matrix format obtained with
just the first page result while searching for “height of Mount Everest” follows fig 2.
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Table 3: Format of term comparison matrix for FactFinder algorithm

Mount
Everest

Sagarmatha Chomolungma 8,848

Document1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount Everest
The number of nouns and adjectives may be different in different documents. The documents
having the highest count value in descending order is identified and the links are displayed to the user.
Here, by comparing with different websites, if a fact is present in multiple websites, it is considered
as being true. Hence those web sites are selected as being trust worthy with regard to the facts being
searched. The algorithm for FactFinder is given in a step wise manner,
Step 1 Read the input.
Step 2 Based on the searched words (input) search for the related web pages.
Step 3 Based on the Page Rank algorithm retrieve top ten web page links.
Step 4 Retrieve the sentence containing the words searched from each link.
Step 5 In the extracted sentences of each link,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the whitespaces
Remove the tab spaces
Remove the punctuation marks
Remove the stop words(pronouns, conjunctions, etc.)
Transform the characters to lower case

Step 6 We will obtain only the nouns and adjectives in each link using NLP. Using that, form
dissimilarity matrix.
Step 7 The dissimilarity matrix is formed in such a way that links are arranged row wise and the
key words are arranged as attributes.
Step 8 The dissimilarity matrix is obtained by comparing each word in a link with other words in
all other links.
Step 9 Maintain a count in each row.
Step 10 Select five links which have highest count.
The number of pages considered from Google is the first ten results and the subsequent steps of
the FactFinder algorithm are performed on these results. Finally the top five results in the decreasing
order of their count values obtained using the term comparison matrix are given as results.
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Figure 1: Precision measure of Bing vs Google vs ParaSearch

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, experiments which show the effectiveness of the algorithms are presented. The
measures of precision and recall are used to measure the effectiveness of ParaSearch and FactFinder.
The searches are compared against the existing Google search and Bing search.
Precision and recall are the basic measures used in evaluating search strategies. Precision is the ratio
[7] of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant records
retrieved. Recall is the ratio of relevant records retrieved to the total number of relevant records in
the data base. There exists an inverse relation between precision and recall.
A large number of terms using ParaSearch [8], Google [9, 10] and Bing [11] are searched and the
results are obtained. When the graph was plotted for both precision and recall, a distinct increase
in the performance of the proposed ParaSearch algorithm was found.
When general information about Himalayas was searched, the Google search results in its first page
had 8 results, out of which only 5 were pertaining to the Himalayas. One was about Himalaya’s
herbals, the other one was about trekking packages, and the last about Himalayan cosmetics. When,
the same keyword was searched in Bing, 8 results were found, with only 4 results giving out actual
facts about the mountain, while 1 was a dictionary definition of the word, 3 of them were about
trekking and travel party. This same keyword when searched using ParaSearch, 4 results were found
and all 5 were pertaining to the information about the mountain ranges.
This method was repeated in random using Google, Bing and ParaSearch, a distinctive improvement
was found in the performance of the proposed FactFinder algorithm as against Google and Bing.
When comparing ParaSearch, Bing and Google, ParaSearch has an increase of 76% precision over
Google search engine and 36% over Bing search engine and a decrease of 24% recall over Google and
32% decrease over Bing as indicated in figure 1. Precision and recall have an inverse relationship, so
the increase in precision may have prompted the decrease in recall values shown in figure 2.
While searching for the height of the Mount Everest using Google, Bing and FactFinder, the
height values obtained are tabulated below 4.
In some searches the first page had only less number of results [12, 13], hence ∗ is used to fill
the gaps in table 4.From the above tabulated values, it can be noted that the fact finder algorithm
performed better than the Google’s page rank or Bing search. On searching using the three algorithms
with different queries, the results were tabulated, and the graphs subsequently obtained for precision
or recall values show a substantial increase in the performance of the FactFinder. When comparing
FactFinder, Bing and Google, FactFinder has an increase of 31% precision over Google search engine
and 10% over Bing search engine and a decrease of 42% recall over Google and 43% decrease over
Bing as indicated in figure 3.
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Figure 2: Recall measure of Bing vs Google vs ParaSearch

Table 4: Format of term comparison matrix for FactFinder algorithm

Google
29029
29002
29029
26000
29029
29029
∗

Bing FactFinder
29000
29029
29029
29029
29035
29029
27000
29029
8850
29029
29029
∗
28000
∗

Figure 3: Precision measure of Bing vs Google vs FactFinder

Figure 4: Recall measure of Bing vs Google vs FactFinder
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, the conformity to truth problem, which aims at resolving conflicting facts from
multiple websites and finding the true facts among them is defined. FactFinder algorithm is proposed
which utilizes the natural dependencies of the language to identify the facts. ParaSearch is an
approach that utilizes Latent Dirichlet allocation to find the topics of the related pages. Experiments
show that both FactFinder and ParaSearch achieve higher precision as compared to leading search
engines.
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